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Pattern difficulty:
Moderate

Pattern size: one size

Google “landlusttuch” (German, means 
Countryside Charm) and find lots of 
images, different sizes, colours, tassels 
to inspire your creativity and make lots 
of different shawls to spice up your 
outfits – or keep you warm in winter. 
Serina is a lovely material especially 
for shawls – soft, cozy, beautiful sheen 
and loads of incredible colours.

Finished measurements:
Width (top):  +/- 160cm
Length top to bottom tip: 52 cm
       
Materials:
Vinnis Colours Serina
(111m/50g 4ply 100% bamboo)
3 balls Seyshelles (6011)
Circular Needle System (eg KnitPro) 
one side 8mm tip, other side 4,5mm 
tip, cable approx. 140cm
Tapestry needle
Scissors
Beads and Tassels to finish (optional) 
for the three ends.

Abbreviations: 
beg - beginning
k - knit
rem - remaining
st(s) - stitch (es)
kfb – knit front back (knitting 2 sts out 
of 1 st)
p – purl

Pattern Notes:
The Landlust Shawl is knitted by using 
a 8mm tip on one side and a 4,5mm tip 
on the other side. 

The basic pattern is knit 1 st, purl 1 st 
but all knit sts are done “crossed” – you 
stitch into the back of the st instead 
of front.

The Shawl is started at the bottom tip 
of the triangle. 

Cast on 3 sts on big tip. 
Knit first row with small tip “crossed” as 

described above.  
At the beginning and end of each row, 
knit 2 sts out of one by stitching into 
the front, pulling the yarn through and 
then stitching into the back pulling 
another stitch through before letting it 
slip off the needle (kfb). Per Row this 
adds two sts. 
Row 2: Kfb, p1, kfb 
(5 sts).
Row 3: Kfb, p1, k1, p1, kfb (7sts).
Row 4: Kfb, p1, k1, p1, k1, p1, kfb  
(9sts).
Carry on exactly the same. After a few 
rows you can see the pattern coming 
out. 
Remember to knit all knit sts “crossed 
as described, all purl sts normally.
Once you have 195 sts, cast all  

sts off very loosely.

Fix your beads and tassels (if using) to 
the 2 ends and bottom tip.
Weave in ends.
If you do not know how to do your 
own tassels, there are very good clips 
on youtube showing step-by-step 
instructions.

For very simple ones (like I have used), 
cut 14 strands 16cm length of Serina, 
Fix one strand of yarn in the middle 
(will become the hanger). From this 
middle, take both sides down to join. 
2cm from the hanger fix a strand of 
yarn around all 28 strands, pull tight, 
trim ends of the tassel to about 5-6cm 
length.
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